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Abstract

The elastic properties of the Earth can only be retrieved by seismic waves when assumptions about the seismic anisotropy
are made. One such an assumption is to assume that the Earth is transverse isotropic. In a transverse isotropic Earth Love
waves are sensitive to two independent elastic parameters and Rayleigh waves to four parameters. In addition these waves
are sensitive to density. However, resolving four elastic parameters together with density as function of depth from Rayleigh
waves phase velocity curves is difficult as the large number of parameters can make the inverse problem easily
under-determined. We show that the partial derivatives of fundamental and higher mode Rayleigh wave phase velocities with
respect to the parameters of transverse isotropy for periods 20-T-200 s are very similar to each other. This means that
the inversion of Rayleigh phase velocity data has intrinsic trade-offs. We show that Rayleigh wave data can only resolve
three combinations of parameters of the transverse isotropic medium: the S-velocity b , the sum of the horizontal andV

w x w xvertical P-velocity a s1r2 a qa and their difference a s1r2 a ya . The influence of a is limited to onlyq H V y H V y
the upper 100 km Earth. To take full advantage of this parameter set the data-set should consist of both fundamental and
higher mode data with periods between 20-T-200 s. For this parameter set the influence of the density is small and we
think it cannot be resolved when realistic variations in all parameters are considered. For Love waves the only relevant
parameter is b as b and r cannot be resolved. We support our conclusions by a synthetic experiment where the bias inH V

the inversion of Rayleigh wave phase velocity is investigated when the data is inverted for the reduced alternative parameter
set. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Seismic wave propagation in the Earth is deter-
mined by the elastic properties and density of the
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Earth. Most seismological studies only consider vari-
ations in the isotropic P- and S-velocities. However,

Ž .since Hess 1964 provided evidence for anisotropy
in the oceanic lithosphere, seismologists have deter-
mined the anisotropic properties of the Earth, an
overview of such studies is given by Babuska and

Ž .Cara 1991 . Surface waves are a primary tool for
the investigation of the Earths anisotropic properties.
Transverse isotropy was, for example, required to
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explain the Love–Rayleigh discrepancy present in
the surface wave data used for the PREM model
Ž .Dziewonksi and Anderson, 1981 . Transverse
isotropy is a simple type of anisotropy which has
only one symmetry axis in either the vertical or
horizontal direction. Transverse isotropy has also

Žbeen observed in the oceanic lithosphere Cara and
.Leveque, 1987, 1988; Nishimura and Forsyth, 1989 .

Surface waves have also been used to map the large
scale variations in the azimuthal properties of the

ŽEarth Tanimoto and Anderson, 1985; Montagner
.and Tanimoto, 1991 . Inversions of surface wave

data for the density structure have been carried out
Ž . Ž .by Nolet 1977 , Cara et al. 1984 and Tanimoto

Ž .1991 .
Determination of the full elasticity tensor ci jk l

with its 21 independent parameters in the Earth is
beyond the resolving power of the seismic data.
Analysis of the partial derivatives of phase velocity
has shown that there are only 13 combinations of

Želastic parameters involved see Smith and Dahlen,
.1973; Crampin, 1984; Montagner and Nataf, 1986 .

However, for realistic petrological models of the
upper mantle strong correlations between the 13
combinations of elastic parameters do exist
Ž .Montagner and Anderson, 1989 . For data along a
given source–receiver path the number of indepen-

Ž .dent parameters is even smaller Maupin, 1985 . In
that case the partial derivatives for the general
anisotropic medium can be written as a linear combi-
nation of those for the transverse isotropic medium
with vertical symmetry axis. This means that for a
given source–receiver path, Rayleigh waves are sen-
sitive to only four combinations of elastic parameters
and density while Love waves sample only two
independent combinations of elastic parameters and
density.

In this paper, we show that a well-posed inversion
of fundamental and higher mode Love and Rayleigh
phase velocity data with periods between 20-T-

200 s for transverse isotropy requires a further reduc-
tion of the number of independent parameters. For
fundamental mode data this observation is not sur-
prising as one has typically measurements at 10–15
periods that are a function of the depth variation of
four elastic parameters and density. The parameters
in such an inversion are better constrained when
higher modes are added to the data-set. However, the

parameters for transverse isotropy have inherent
Ž .trade-offs. Leveque and Cara 1985 showed that for

such data a consistent inversion can be carried by
inducing non-diagonal terms in the a priori covari-
ance matrix. The structure of this a priori covariance

Žmatrix is however largely subjective Leveque and
.Cara, 1985 .

We propose an alternative parameter set that does
not have these trade-offs. This alternative parameter
set is built from linear combinations of the elastic
parameters in such a way that it minimises the
trade-offs. We investigate the relative importance of
these parameters in combination with density and
show that we can resolve only three combinations of
parameters instead of 4q1 parameters. We illustrate
this statement with an experiment in which we invert
phase velocity data, computed for the full parameter
set, for the reduced alternative parameter set.

2. Transverse isotropy

Wave propagation in transverse isotropy is sensi-
Ž .tive to 5 independent elastic parameters A,C, L, N,F

Ž .and density see Love, 1927 . In Table 1 the defini-
tion of this so-called Love parameter set is given in
terms of seismic velocities, the fourth order elasticity
tensor c and its shorthand notation C . The inter-i jk l i j

pretation of the elastic parameters A,C, L, N is
straightforward, that of F is more complicated. By
definition, Fsc sc which indicates that F3311 3322

is related to the velocity of a wave propagating in the
vertical plane between source and receiver. Through-
out this paper we denote this velocity by g . Ander-

Ž .son 1961 has given an expression for F as function
of a wave at 458 incidence of the vertical axis and

Table 1
Definition of the Love parameters

Ž .Love 1927 Velocity Elasticity Matrix
parameters tensor notation

2A ra c CH 1111 11
2C ra c CV 3333 33
2L rb c sc C sCV 2323 1313 44 55
2N rb c CH 1212 66
2F rg c sc C sC3311 3322 31 32
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Ž . Žintroduced the parameter h'Fr Ay2 L here h

Ž .is given in the notation of Takeuchi and Saito 1972
.which is the inverse of Anderson’s definition . In

isotropy FsAy2 L and g 2 sa 2 y2b 2.

Linearised inversion of surface wave dispersion
measurements can be carried out using the partial
derivatives of the phase velocity with respect to the
model parameters. For Love waves such an inversion

Fig. 1. Partial derivatives of the Rayleigh wave phase velocity for three parameter sets. The left panels show those for the Love parameter
set, the middle panel shows those for the Anderson parameter set and alternative parameter set is shown in the right panel. Linestyles for the

Ž . Ž .partial derivatives with respect to the various parameters are indicated in the figure. A Fundamental mode at Ts50 s. B Fundamental
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mode at Ts190 s. C First higher mode at Ts20 s. D First higher mode at Ts100 s. E Second higher mode at Ts50 s. F Fifth

higher mode at Ts50 s.
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Ž .is based on Eq. 1 which relates the relative varia-
w xtion in phase velocity dcrc to integrals of the

variations in the medium with depth.

dc L Ec dL N Ec dNR R
s d zq d zH H

c c EL L c EN Nzs0 zs0

r Ec drR
q d z 1Ž .H

c Er rzs0

Ž . w x w x w xIn Eq. 1 the terms, EcrdL , EcrdN , Ecrdr are
the partial derivatives to the model parameters. The

w xunit of the terms like Lrc EcrEL are reciprocal
length. Details about the computation of the partial
derivatives can be found in Takeuchi and Saito
Ž .1972 . For Rayleigh waves a relation similar to Eq.
Ž . Ž .1 but with terms for A,C, L,F,r applies.

The partial derivatives of the Rayleigh waves for
the Love parameter set at six frequencies and modes
are shown in the left panels of Fig. 1. These partial
derivatives have been computed for the equivalent

Žisotropic PREM model Dziewonksi and Anderson,
.1981 . An important observation made from Fig. 1 is

w xthat the higher mode partial derivatives for EcrE A ,
w x w xEcrEC and EcrEF all have an almost identical
shape but different amplitude. Because of this similar
shape it is not possible to resolve the parameters A,
C, and F independently using higher mode Rayleigh
wave data alone. This is in contrast to the fundamen-
tal mode partial derivatives for A, C, and F that
have significant differences in the upper 100 km.
Another interesting observation is that for higher

w x w x w xmodes, EcrE A , EcrEC , EcrEF are more sensi-
w xtive to structure at shallower depths than EcrEL .

This is due to the fact that the partial derivative for L
is determined by S-motion while those for A, C and
F are determined by P-motion. The partial derivative
for the density is a mixture of the P- and S-motion
and has a negative sign.

Ž .Anderson 1961 presented a different parameter
Žset for transverse isotropy a , a , b , b , h'H V H V

Ž ..Fr Ay2 L . It follows from differentiation of the
Ž .Love parameter to velocity see Table 2 . This pa-

rameter set has been used for the construction of the
Ž .PREM model Dziewonksi and Anderson, 1981 .

The partial derivatives for the Anderson parameter
set are shown in the middle panels of Fig. 1.

w x w xThe partial derivatives EcrEa and EcrEh areV

very similar to those for C and F, respectively. The
w x w xpartial derivatives for EcrEb and EcrEa areV H

w x w xvery different from EcrEL and EcrE A which is
Ž .the result of Anderson’s definition of F'h Ay2 L

Ž .see Table 2 . Fig. 1 shows that for the fundamental
w xmode EcrEa has a zero crossing. For the higherH

w xmodes it becomes negative and EcrEa fH
w xy EcrEa . Thus for the higher modes an increaseV

in horizontal P-velocity gives a decrease in phase
velocity. Because of the great similarity in the shape
w x w xEcrEa and EcrEa it will be very difficult toH V

resolve a and a independently in an inversion.H V

In the Anderson parameterisation the partial deriva-
w xtive for density EcrEr has a different shape and is

oscillating around zero. This is the result of the
differentiation of the elastic parameters that are a
function of density.

Table 2
Definition of the partial derivatives of Rayleigh waves in the Love, Anderson and alternative parameterisation

Ž . Ž .Love 1927 Anderson 1961 Alternative

w x w x w xw x w x w x w xEcrE A EcrEa s EcrE A E ArEa EcrEa s1r2 EcrEa q1r2 E ArEaH H q H V
w xw xq EcrEF EFrEaH

w x w x w xw x w x w x w xEcrEC EcrEa s EcrEC ECrEa EcrEa s1r2 EcrEa y1r2 E ArEaV H y H V
w x w x w xw x w x w xw xEcrEL EcrEb s EcrEL ELrEb EcrEb s EcrEL ELrEbV V V V

w xw xq EcrEF EFrEbV
w x w x w xw x w x w xw xEcrEN EcrEb s EcrEN ECrEb EcrEb s EcrEN ECrEbH H H H
w x w x w xw x w x w xw x w xEcrEF EcrEh s EcrEF EFrEh EcrEg s EcrEF EFrEg y0.7 EcrEay q
w x w x w x w xw x w x w x w xw xEcrEr EcrEr s EcrEr q EcrE A E ArEr EcrEr s EcrEr q EcrE A E ArErL A L A L

w xw x w xw x w xw x w xw xq EcrEC ECrEr q EcrEL ELrEr q EcrEC ECrEr q EcrEL ELrEr

w xw x w xw xq EcrEF EFrEr q EcrEF EFrEr
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For Love waves in a transverse isotropic medium
only the partial derivatives to the elastic parameters,
L and N and density are non-zero. In the left panel
of Fig. 2 we show the partial derivatives for these
parameters at the same frequencies and modes as the
Rayleigh partial derivatives displayed in Fig. 1. The
partial derivative for the density has a similar shape

w xand amplitude but opposite sign as EcrEN . These
partial derivatives have a much larger amplitude than
w xEcrEL of which the influence on the Love wave
phase velocity is very small. In Anderson’s parame-
ter set the density partial derivative is negligible for
the fundamental mode and only small for the longer

Žperiods higher modes e.g., the fifth higher mode at
. Ž .50 s see right hand panel of Fig. 2 .

Fig. 2. Partial derivatives of the Love wave phase velocity for the
Ž .Love parameter set left panel and the Anderson parameters

Ž .right panel .

3. Alternative parameterisation

The analysis of the partial derivatives for the
transverse isotropic medium has shown that it is
unlikely that all parameters can be resolved from
phase velocity data. The Love parameter set has
some inherent trade-offs present in the parameters
A, C, and F. The Anderson parameter set has trade-
offs in a , a , b and h due to the definition ofV H V

Ž .Fsh Ay2 L . On the other hand, for the Ander-
son parameter set the influence of the density is
much smaller. We therefore propose an alternative
parameter set which is more suitable for the inver-

Ž .sion of surface wave data see Table 2 . We use the
alternative definition of F'rg 2 by which no addi-
tional terms enter the partial derivatives for a andH

b that causes undesirable trade-offs. Using thisV

definition the partial derivatives for a , a , b ,H V H

b and g have a shape similar to those for the LoveV

parameters A, C, L, N and F. The partial derivative
for density has the same shape as Anderson’s density

w x w xpartial derivative. As EcrEa , EcrEa andH V
w xEcrEg have a similar shape we define three new
parameters: the average of the horizontal and vertical

w xP-velocity a s1r2 a qa , the difference be-q H V
w xtween the P-velocities a s1r2 a ya and they H V

w xdifference g s gy0.7a . The factor 0.7 in they q
definition of g accounts for amplitude differencesy

w x w xbetween EcrEg and EcrEa and is empiricallyq
determined as no analytical relation could be de-
rived.

The partial derivatives for the alternative parame-
Ž .ter set b , a , a , g , r are shown in the rightV q y y

panels of Fig. 1. Those of the parameters b , a , rV q
have the largest amplitudes and have very different
shapes. We expect therefore that it is possible to
resolve these parameters independently. Note that the
partial derivative for r is identical to Anderson’s.
The higher modes partial derivatives for a and gy y
have a small magnitude and it is therefore unlikely
that they can be resolved. For the fundamental mode
the partial derivative for g has a larger amplitudey
but still it is small and is likely to have a trade-off
with a which depth penetration is also limited toy
the upper 200 km.

We illustrate the importance of the elastic parame-
ters on the phase velocity by the following example.

Ž .We perturb the parameters b , a , a , g , r inV q y y
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the upper 220 km by 1%, below this depth the model
is not perturbed. The corresponding phase velocity
perturbations with respect to the PREM model have

Ž .computed using Eq. 1 . For the Rayleigh waves the
results are shown in Fig. 3. The influence of b onV

the phase velocity is large as a 1% increase can give
w xa 0.8% change in dcrc . As the modes penetratebV

deeper in the Earth with increasing period and mode,
the effect of a 220-km thick perturbed b layer onV

the fifth overtone is only observable at periods
smaller than 20 s. The partial derivative for aq
penetrate less deep than b at the same period thusV

w xthe variations in dcrc occur at larger periodsaq

than for b . The influence of a 1% perturbation inV

a and g on the phase velocity is small. We thinky y
that it is impossible to retrieve the a and gy y
independently because they are both predominantly
sensitive to the crust and lithosphere. The sensitivity
of g is less then a and therefore we propose toy y
neglect this parameter in the inversion. We cannot
also neglect a as in the crust and lithosphere largey

Ž .variations )10% in the elastic properties occur.
The influence of the density perturbation on the

Ž .phase velocity is very small see Fig. 3 . This does
Ž .not contradict with Tanimoto 1991 who retrieved

density information from surface waves. Tanimoto
used long period data with T)100 s and inverted

Fig. 3. Relative Rayleigh wave phase velocity perturbations dcrc
as function of period for increase in each model parameter of 1%
in the upper 220 km.

the data-set only for S-velocity and density. Tani-
moto found global density variations in mantle of
about 0.5% while b varied 7%. Fig. 3 shows thatV

at these long periods the perturbed S-velocity and
density give a similar phase velocity perturbation.

There are two reasons why the density can be
neglected in the inversion of phase velocity data for
periods between 20-T-200 s. First, the oscilla-

w xtory nature of EcrEr makes it very difficult to
resolve the smooth structure of the density profile. In
addition, seismologists normally put smoothness
constraints on the inversion of phase velocity data
that make it impossible to find rough density pro-
files. Second, the changes in the density of the Earth
are likely to be smaller than the variations in the
elastic parameters. In the continental lithosphere the
density can vary up to 3% due to variations in

Ž .mantle temperature Vlaar et al., 1994 . The corre-
sponding variation in phase velocity is much less
than the observed variations in the phase velocity in
the lithosphere. In the sub-lithospheric mantle the
density variations are likely to be smaller. Subduct-
ing slabs are probably the most important source for
density variations in the mantle. We estimate the
maximum density contrast in a slab in the following
way. The centre of a slab at 400 km depth has a
temperature contrast of 8008 with the surrounding

Ž .mantle Helffrich et al., 1989; De Jonge, 1995 .
Given a thermal expansion coefficient for the mantle
of as3.510y5 Ky1 a maximum density contrast of
3% can be expected. This means that the expected
density contrasts in the Earth are smaller than the
variation in the elastic parameters. A constant den-
sity variation of 3% gives a 0.75% variation in the

Ž .phase velocity see Fig. 3 . As phase velocity mea-
surement errors are of the order of 1% this is still

Žwithin the uncertainties Nakanishi and Anderson,
.1984; Van Heijst et al., 1994 . In conclusion, we

think that it is unlikely that one can resolve the
density for periods between 20-T-200 s given
the lack of sensitivity to smooth profiles, measure-
ment errors and variations in other parameters.

For the sake of completeness we show in Fig. 4
the sensitivity of the Love wave phase velocity. The
sensitivity of the Love waves to perturbations in bH

is large, a 1% perturbation in b results in aH
w xdcrc of 1%. The sensitivity to density and bb VH

perturbations is much smaller, by which we do think
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Fig. 4. Relative Love wave phase velocity perturbations dcrc as
function of period for a 1% increase in each model parameter in
the upper 220 km.

it is difficult to resolve these parameters from Love
wave data.

4. Experiment

In this experiment we investigate the bias in the
inversion of Rayleigh phase velocities using the al-
ternative parameter set. Phase velocity perturbations
have been computed for an input model that has the
following variations in the medium parameters with
respect to PREM: db rb s5%, da ra s2.5%,V V V V

da ra s2.5%, dgrgs5%, drrrs5%. TheseH H

model parameters are only perturbed in the upper
220 km. Phase velocity perturbations have been
computed at 10 frequencies between the periods of
20 and 200 s for the fundamental mode up to the
fifth higher mode. The data-set is inverted for the

Ž .reduced parameters b , a , a . The input modelV q y
is projected on these parameters using the relations

Ž . Ž .a s1r2 a qa yg and a s1r2 a ya .q H V y H V

Each parameter is defined over 5 layers.
The inversion is carried out using the algorithm of

Ž .Tarantola and Valette 1982 . The data is assumed to
be uncorrelated and thus the covariance matrix for
the data C has only diagonal terms which representD

the variance. A realistic standard error of 40 mrs
has been assigned to the phase velocity data
ŽNakanishi and Anderson, 1984; Van Heijst et al.,

.1994 . For the a priori covariance matrix of the

Fig. 5. Synthetic test of the inversion of phase velocity data. Solid
line indicates the input model. The dashed line represents the

Ž . w xmodel obtained by inversion. a Inversion results for Eb r b .V V
Ž . w x Ž . w xb Inversion results for Ea ra . c Results for da ra .q q y y

model parameters C we only take the diagonalm

elements as non-zero by which C acts as normm

damping on the inversion. Using a trade-off curve
between data misfit and model an optimum solution
has been determined which is displayed in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Resolution matrix for inversion shown in Fig. 5. The
parameters increase for b 1 which corresponds to the top layer ofV

b to a 5 the deepest layer of a . Note that the zero contourV y y
separates the white region from the light-gray region.
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We see that the inversion reveals the parameters up
to a high degree and well within the uncertainties.
The best determined parameter, which has the small-
est variances is b followed by a . The poorestV q
determined parameter is a and the increase ofy
variance with depth for the parameter reflects the
poor depth sensitivity to this parameter. The resolu-
tion matrix shows that b and a are well resolvedV q
Ž .see Fig. 6 . a is much poorer resolved, which cany
be expected from the little depth penetration. The
resolution matrix also shows that are little trade-offs
between the parameters.

5. Discussion

We have shown that for periods 20-T-200 s
the inversion of Rayleigh waves in a transverse
isotropic medium has some inherit trade-offs. By
introducing a new parameter set we have shown that

Žone can only resolve three parameters b , a ,V q
.a . For Love waves the modelling results show thaty

only b can be resolved. However, this parameterH

set should be used with some caution. First, we have
shown that the density and g are difficult to re-y
solve but this does not mean that they are completely
negligible. When additional information about these
parameters is available this should be included in the
inversion. Second, Love wave data alone cannot
resolve b but this does not mean its influence isV

negligible. When a joint inversion of both Love and
Rayleigh waves is carried out the shift in the Love
phase velocity due to b can be taken into accountV

as it is constrained by the Rayleigh wave. Thirdly,
the partial derivative for b should not be used forV

an isotropic inversion of Rayleigh wave data in
which case Anderson’s partial derivative for bV

should be used. Finally, it is important to realise that
it is very important to include the higher modes in
the data-set. The differences in the higher mode
partial derivatives make it possible to resolve aq
and a . From fundamental mode data alone one cany
probably only resolve b .V

The proposed parameterisation is particular useful
when the Earth is modelled by transverse isotropy
such as in regional studies of phase velocity data
Ž .e.g., Nishimura and Forsyth, 1989 or waveform

Ž .inversion see Nolet, 1990 . It is interesting to note

that in the proposed parameterisation, the Rayleigh
w xwave partial derivative for EcrEb has a shapeV

very similar to the Love wave partial derivative for
w xEcrEb .H

This parameterisation can also be used for a more
Ž .general anisotropic medium. Maupin 1985 has

shown that for a given source–receiver path, the
partial derivatives of the general anisotropic medium
can be written as linear combination of those for the
transverse isotropic medium. Instead of using the
partial derivatives for the Anderson parameter set
one can use our proposed parameter set which has
less trade-offs.
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